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Check Your Knowledge
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Multiple Qraice Copy the number of a&.sentence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the letter
of the answer that best c o q k the statement or
answers the question.
1. To steer s t r u t forward, look
(a) at your hand position on the steering wheel.
(b) at the center line or lane lines.
(c) left and right to judge available space.
(d) far ahead toward the center of your path.
2. To make the correct hand signal Eor a left turn,
your left arm and hand should be
(a) extended straight. (c) pointhg down.
(b) pointing up.
(d) waving left.
3. The &st step to take before you begin a lanechange maneuver is to
(a) check the blind spot over your left shoulder.
(b) check that roadway ahead has no
obstructions.
(c) hand signal a stop.
(b) steer slightly into the next lane.
4. Backing a slickshift vehicle requires skiufizl use
of the
(a) brake pedal.
(c) gearshift lever.
(b) turn signds.
(d) clutch pedal.

Copy the number of each debition in fist A.
Match the definition in list A with the term it
defines in list 3.

Completion Copy the number of each sentence
below on a sheet of paper. After the number, write
the word or words that complete the sentenc;
correct.
5. Before backing, make sure your
zones
are clear.
6.-signals are easier to see in bright sunlight,
7. When changing lanes,
can cause your
vehicle to turn too sharply.
8. Perform a
only when there are no driveways to use for another type of turnabout.
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List A
9. a part of the outside or inside of the vehicle,
as viewed from the driver's seat, that relates
to some part of the roadway
10. not turning the steering wheel enough
11. parking vehicle diagonally to curb
12. maneuver for turning your &de around to
go in the opposite direction
13. parking vehicle at right angle to curb
14. pushing the steering wheel up with one hand
-and down with the other
15. k i h g the steering wheel too much
List B
a. turnabout
b. push-pd steeihg
c. r & m point
d perpendicular
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e, oversteering

-

f tuzdemte*
g. m g k ~ p k h g

Think Wrndty
Write a paragraph t.o answer each question.
1. You are driving d m a two-wa~two-lane
sheet h'irhidenrial area at night ' d d h a

/ storm. Yi;notice tbatqlarge tree has fallen
down across the roadeay ahead of you. What
type of turnabout should you make and why?
2. When parking on a hill, what can you do to
make sure that row vehicle will not roll d m
into traffic?

